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Here’s our July 2020
edition. We hope you like
it.
Our contact details are at
the bottom of the page...
We’d love your feedback
and suggestions so we can
continually make it better
and even more interesting
for you.

David Baird
Owner
Prestige Roof Transformations &
Noosa Prestige Painting
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3 TIPS IN LANDSCAPING
YOUR GARDEN
Landscaping
is usually a
fairly big
task,
consuming
much time
and energy.
But before
you hire that
professional,
here are
some tips
that could
save both
time and
money.

1

Spend some time thinking about exactly how

you want the final design to be. You need to take
account of the style and function of your
landscape. Do you want to include an area for
entertaining? A barbeque? Is there to be an area
for children to play, a fishpond or a swimming
pool? An idea of the plants you want to be there
will also help. Focus on the area where you
spend most of your time. That's a good place to
start.

2

Think twice before hiring a pro. An

independent designer might cost you
hundreds of dollars when you may be able to
access free plans on the internet or at a
nursery. But if you have an awkward block
such as very steep ground, a pro might give
you the expertise to save costly mistakes.
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The style of your

home must be taken into
account. If you have a
rural cottage, formal
gardens surrounding it
will look out of place.
Think also about your
lifestyle. Do you want to
spend hours caring for
many beds of annuals or
pruning beds of roses? If
so, go ahead and plant
them, but if you'd rather
spend your free time at
the beach, then go for an
easy-care garden and
landscape.
Here areThis
thekind
various
. Informal.
of landscape styles you can
choose
for
your
own
landscaping workds well garden:
a. cosy
Formal.
This Beds
style uses lots of straight lines
with
cottages.
and
perfect
geometrical shapes. Orderly
with
curved
edges instead
arrangement of plants instead of random
of straight lines and
positioning is employed. Close arrangement
random placement of
and pruning is seen on many landscaped
plants suit this landscape
gardens with this style.
style.
b. Informal. This kind of landscaping works well
with cozy
cottages.
c. English
Garden.
This Beds with curved edges
instead
of
straight
style emphasizes the lines and random placement
of plants
suit this
harmony
between
thelandscape style.
house’s architecture and
English Garden. This style emphasizes the
thec.garden.
harmony between the house’s architecture and
the garden.

d. Formal/Informal Garden. This style often comes
with a brick walkway that exudes formality. This
walkway leads to the rear with a circle of plants.
e. Oriental. It is often the kind of garden found in small
backyards. It uses rocks, evergreens and water. A
wide variety of plants create several interesting angles
with this style.
f. Woodland. This landscaping suits a house that has
a wooded backyard and sloping ground.
Dear David,
Please accept my thanks as Chair of the Sea Aura body
corporate committee for the excellent rendering and
painting of half of the Sea Aura building recently
completed by Noosa Prestige Painting. The area
covered has not looked so good since it was first built
18 years ago. The work has made a huge improvement
to the presentation of the building.
-Ken Granger
Sea Aura Body Corporate Committee Chair

d. Formal/Informal
d. Formal/Informal
Garden.
This style often Garden. This style often
comes
comes with with
a bricka brick walkway that exudes
formality.
walkway leads to the rear with a
walkway
thatThis
exudes
circle of plants. The arrangement of plants
formality. This walkway
resembles the English garden style but it has
leads to the rear with a
no formal borders.
circle of plants. The
arrangement of plants
e. Oriental. It is often the kind of garden found
resembles the English
in small backyards.
It uses
rocks, evergreens
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Low-cost Ways to
Transform a Child’s Room
into a Teenager’s Room
If your child has his or her own bedroom, he or she eventually
will outgrow its décor and style and ask for a change. Perhaps
your son now wants to give away the fire trucks proudly
displayed all around his room, or perhaps your daughter now
wants to change her bright pink wall to grey.
When that time comes, and with a little imagination and
creativity, you’ll find some relatively easy and inexpensive
ways to transform your child’s room into a room fit for a teen.
Here are some teenage bedroom ideas that can make both
you and your child happy:

Discuss ideas with your
child, rather than surprise.
Although it can be tempting to surprise your teen with a
bedroom makeover, it’s best to avoid this route since it can
be difficult to predict what your son or daughter might want
the room to look like or to have in it. So, before you start
picking out colors or new rugs, be sure that you and your
child agree on how to change the room.

Change the color of the
walls.
The light blue, pink, violet or other pastel shade was perfect
for a toddler’s bedroom, but now your child may be angling
for a look that feels more “grown-up.” An easy and relatively
inexpensive way to create a room that feels new is to paint
three walls a neutral color and the fourth wall an accent
color in a bold tone of your child’s choosing. Your child will
probably enjoy selecting the colors and feeling that the
room matches his or her personality.

Let your child personalise
the room in other ways, too.

Create a multi-functional
space.

Your teen will likely have many suggestions about what to
put in his or her “new” room. Although you might not agree
to them all, you should incorporate some. For example, you
could create places or spaces that allow your teenager to
change their contents at will, such as a bulletin board for
pictures or a chalkboard for writing or drawing. In addition,
let your daughter or son arrange the furniture and select a
few small, decorative items to give the room a personal flair.

Most likely, your child will use his or her “new” room to do
more projects for school. Buy, find or repaint a small desk
for your teen to use while studying. To accommodate
visiting friends, make or buy a few beanbag “chairs,”
grouped to create a small hang-out area.
These kinds of small changes don’t need to be expensive,
yet they will change the room’s dynamic from a toddler’s
room to a teenager’s room for your child.

WANT A FREE HOME TRANSFORMATION QUOTATION? CALL 1300296255 NOW!
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7 EASY IDEAS /
DÉCOR FOR
SMALL PATIO
Outdoor spaces extend our homes and make the time we spend outside more
enjoyable. No matter how small your porch or patio, a few simple ideas can
turn yours into an oasis—and on a budget, too.

1 Hanging Chair
A hanging lounge chair like this
one will keep you cradled in
comfort without hogging precious
floor space on a tiny patio. And
should you need some extra
standing room at cocktail parties,
it's a snap to take it down, fold it
up, and store it out of sight.

2 Creative Lighting
Decorating a small space,
indoors or out, is about
emphasizing the positive.
Draw your eyes up and create
visual interest with some
original lighting. There are
dozens of ways to turn a set of
simple string lights into party
ready accents. Whether you
use cupcake liners or twine,
your new decor will go a long
way in boosting the ambiance
of your tiny patio.

3 Reduce, Reuse,
Recycle
If you rent, you may think your
dreams of a patio makeover are
unattainable. Think again. This
entire tropical retreat was
created with paneling and
furniture made from old pallets.
Because nothing is mounted to
the walls or floor, it can be
disassembled and taken away
whenever the residents leave.
Reduce, reuse, recycle, RELAX.

DID YOU KNOW?
frogs can't
swallow with
their eyes
open
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4 Bright Colors
Bright, light colors will keep a patio cheery no matter its size. A
one-time investment in painted furniture, and some perennials that
will come back every year, will turn your tiny patio into an always
welcoming place. Or if you tire of the color scheme, a can of paint
and a free afternoon allows you to remake the space as often as
you like.

5 Privacy Screen
If your patio is not only tiny, but
very close to your neighbors,
you may want some privacy
from time to time. A screen like
this one can be yours for less
than $50 and some light sweat
equity. A canvas drop cloth,
some paint, and a grommet kit
are all you need.

FREE
FREE

Get a FREE copy of
our Official Consumer’s
Awareness
Get a FREEGuide:
copy ofHow To
Choose
A Reliable
Roof
the Official
Consumer’s
Restoration
Company
Awareness Guide
to Shed
Building (valued at $97):
It reveals the scams and misconceptions about roof
It reveals the
big difference
a farm
restoration
companies,
eightbetween
signs your
roof is
shed
that’s
made
“on
the
cheap”
and
one
failing…and much more!
that’s really suited to your needs.
It’s called,
Simply
call “The Farmers Guide To
Choosing The Best Farm Shed For
1300
296 Property”,
255
Your Rural
and tells you
Or
email
us
at
admin@prestigerooftransformations.com.au
“The 7 Big Costly
Mistakes Shed Buyers
to
request
for How
our To Avoid Them”.
make
– And
consumer
awareness
Simply call the 24
guide.
hour, 7 days a
week pre-recorded
Just
informline
us on:
of
message
your name,
1300 064 775
email and contact
and leave
number
andyour
you’ll
name,
postal
receive your free
address
and the
guide
immediately!
code word
“Newsletter”
and we’ll
send a
copy
to you
‘pronto’.

6 Painted Rug
For an outdoor room that's cozy
as well as functional, nothing
beats an outdoor rug. But even
for the smallest of patios, stylish,
colorful rugs don't come cheap.
However, with a ho-hum neutral
rug and a little weather-resistant
paint, you can DIY your own.
Your imagination is your limit.

7 Vertical Planting
When you don’t have a large backyard, you need to
use your space extra-wisely. Luckily, even if you opt
for a patio that eats up your arable land, you can
always grow up—with wall planters or a living wall. A
simple solution like this brings lots of nature into your
tiny patio without forfeiting precious floor space to
pots and planters.

after
NOOSA PRESTIGE PAINTING
P3 NOW!
WANT A FREE HOME TRANSFORMATION QUOTATION?
CALLNEWSLETTER
1300296255
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The Joy of
Painting
Gardening

Tips

The beautiful flowers, plants and trees in a garden
increase the look and feel of the surroundings. But
remember that all the plants want different care in
different seasons and the need of all the plants is
different. To increase the beauty of a garden we
should be careful about them.

Air Tools Worth
Considering

There is a difference between indoor plants and
outdoor
plants.
onefarm
should
know that
the indoor
Using air
toolsSo,
in the
workshop
can
houseplants and hanging baskets won't need as
increase work rates, reduce operator fatigue and
much water in winters as they require in summers as
be a safertoalternative
electrical
power
tools.
compared
the outdoortoplants,
so only
water
when
Budget
branded
sets
of
basic
air
tools
including
the soil is dry three inches under the surface. To
an impact
wrench,
air drill, air
sander,
grinder
prevent
plants
from becoming
huge,
limit die
them
to
and
air
chisel
sell
for
less
than
$300.
They
work
one light feeding of fertilizer a month.

well and offer the convenience of air powered

tools for
farmers
who use
infrequently.
Watch
your
houseplants
for them
insects.
Check plants
Air
tools
have
several
advantages
over This
regularly for yellowing or discolored leaves.
conventional
electric
power
condition
is usually
caused
by tools:
over watering, but it
Morealso
power
for their
weight
as the power
could
indicate
insects.
Deformed
plants is
and
sticky
deposits
on leaves
and stems
could also
be
generated
at the
compressor,
not inside
the tool.
caused
by insects.risk
If you
remove
No electrocution
sofind
theyinsects,
are suitable
forthe
wet
plant
to another
area andso
treat
theare
problem.
There
working
areas Smaller
they
ideal for
work
are
numerousspaces
types of insects and other animals
in confined
that
can
spell disaster
for yourfewer
plants.
However,
Long
lasting
due to having
moving
parts,
there
are as
others
essential correctly.
for them to keep
as long
theythat
areare
maintained
them
healthy. Bees
aredamage
vital for pollinating
flowers
Overloading
doesn’t
them where
as
and
you
should
not
kill
them
all.
electric power tools can be fused
Output torque easily adjusted by varying the

A garden will look beautiful if it is clean, so we have
operating pressure
to be very careful about the cleanliness. Keeping
your gardens clean and free of debris and dead
Therewill
arehelp
towprevent
main types
of motors
insideinairyour
plants
insects
and diseases
tools that
air pressure
a form
of dead
garden.
Pullconvert
up summer
annuals to
and
remove
motion,
depending
on
the
tool
type.
foliage from perennials. Keep the leaves raked and
Rotary
Motors
are to
used
power pile.
die grinders,
chop
them
up to add
the to
compost
Continue
drills
and
to water and turn your compost pile regularly when
cut-off tools.
the tool,
the air
is ducted
possible.
Turn To
thereverse
soil in beds
that don't
contain
through
plants
to expose weed seeds and soil-borne insects
the
rotor inand
thebirds.
opposite direction.
to
weather

Reciprocating Motors provide back & forth
Itmotion
is also for
essential
to clean
up your
tools.
tools such
as saws,
airgarden
chisels,
Clean,
sharp
make
you work easier Remove
sanders
andtools
needle
scalers.
dirt
and tools
debrishave
and oil
wooden
handlesbetween
to help
These
closer
tolerances
preserve
Sharpen
blades
so your
tools ifwill
be
working them.
parts and
will not
operate
reliably
they
ready
in
the
spring.
If
you
take
care
of
your
plants
are not maintained correctly.
and pay them the attention they deserve then your
garden
will give
youwear
manyhearing
years ofprotection
happiness.and
The
SAFETY:
Always
hard
work
and
effort
you
put
in
will
be
rewarded
by
safety glasses when using air tools.
the beauty of the plants in your garden.

FREE
FREE

Get a FREE copy of
our Official Consumer’s
Get a FREEGuide
copy of
Awareness
to Choosing
the
Official
Consumer’s
Reliable & Professional Painters:
Awareness Guide to Shed
ItBuilding
reveals the six
costly mistakes
(valued
at $97): to avoid when
choosing a painter and also the common scams &
It reveals the big difference between a farm
misconceptions about painting company…and more!
shed that’s made “on the cheap” and one
that’s really suited to your needs.
Simply call
It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To
1300
296The
255
Choosing
Best Farm Shed For
Or
email
us
at
Your Rural Property”, and tells you
admin@noosaprestigepainting.com.au
“The 7 Big Costly Mistakes Shed Buyers
to
request
for How
our To Avoid Them”.
make
– And
consumer
Simply callawareness
the 24
guide.
hour, 7 days a
week pre-recorded
Just
informline
us on:
of
message
your name,
1300 064 775
email and contact
and leave your
number and you’ll
name, postal
receive your free
address and the
guide immediately!
code word
“Newsletter”
and we’ll
send a
copy
to you
‘pronto’.
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A doctor tells a woman
she can no longer
touch anything
alcoholic.
So she gets a
divorce.

after

”Professional
Painters. On time.
On budget and did
a really good job on
our house. Very
happy with their
work”

To Noosa Prestige Painting:
Your crew just finished the job. I
can’t praise them enough, they
were absolutely amazing!
THANK YOU!
-D. Gorlich

-Melanie from Montville
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